


Night
In Tel Aviv the Scuds
A decade hence a calendar in a downtown shop reveals
Gentle streams of brightness
Like fireworks en route

The siren, a lonely bird
Desolate so one hears the scream for miles and miles
Through the viscous rubber stench of gas masks
The thong that cradles the occipital curve
That Atlas bears upon smooth joints

Years later its lingering caress will not permit its prisoner to don
A painter’s mask
And so I breathe the fumes and open a window

So inured,
Teach me everything anew
The heinous doctrine
Words now cinders on my tongue
Burning
So

I didn’t think I’d miss you most
in crowded rooms where people mill
and voices rising, falling, fill 

the corners,
— and cornered me — 

with pieces of a memory.
Our shared silence.
That wordless ease
like glue to space,

suspending you and I, 
A team

in this middle place.

Where the other ever dwelt
Together and apart: 
our shared silence 

—now only in a broken dream—
our stillborn love

 still cradled by my stubborn

That forehead pressed to mine
In time I’ve seen,

in conversations with memories,
how through grief
you carried me.

So strong you were
—and wrong was I — 

grasped by wizened, translucent 
hands.

In silence ripe with meaning.

To assume your pain as singular and 
whole

and I the solider fighting
missed in full 

the bigger beauty of your 
graceful passing.



 The sound of the front  
door distracted Ada from the
novel she was reading. She stayed 
in the makeshift bedroom she
had set up in the room originally
designated as a den. It was big
enough for a loveseat that doubled 
as a bed, her bookshelf and her 
dresser. There was no closet. 
 It was hard to focus 
through the crashing of cupboard 
doors and dishes. She managed 
two more pages before she
heard the shower start. 
The noise of the water trig-
gered an urge a need to pee. 
She plugged herself into her MP3
player and put on an Ohbijou 
album. She crawled under the 
blanket on the loveseat and 
let her thoughts descend into the 
crescendos of music. A few songs 
later the front door slammed  shut. 
Ada was home alone again. 
She went to the bathroom and 
peed in peace. Sleeping was what
Ada wanted to do when she  was
done cleaning, but she looked for
apartment ads on Cragislist instead.

bachelor apartments on her lunch 
breaks this week and didn’t apply 
for any of them. She couldn’t 
breathe in them. She couldn’t see. 
She couldn’t imagine her bookshelf 
against any of their walls. 
The TVin the living room was on. 
Ada could hear the echo of
angry yelling; it sounded like a 
reality show. Had Nori always liked 
reality TV and never let Ada know?
Was Nori watching it now out of 
some sort of spite? When Ada and 
Nori had started dating they went to 
independent films and concerts 
for local bands. They didn’t watch TV
at all. Later, after they had moved in 
together and settled into a routine,
they watched TV shows that had 
long finished, series that had good 
reviews from critics and friends. 
Battlestar Galactica. The 
Wire. Freaks and Geeks. 
If Nori had been into reality TV 
before they got together, wouldn’t it 
have come up? Wouldn’t she have 
mentioned it? Or at least wouldn’t
Ada have walked in and found her 
watching it one day?
Their third big fight had ended 
with Nori turning on the television.
The channel happened to be show-
ing some reality thing, housewives
switching families, Ada thought she
remembered. The last shred of her
brain that was holding together 
had collapsed and she screamed 
about how she hated the reality 
TV genre until her throat hurt. Then 
she had hid herself in the den. 

She fitered for “one
bedroom” but there was nothing in 
her price range that was anywhere
close to downtown. She changed
her filter to “bachelor.” The results 
were all basements. Just like 
last night and the night before 
that and the night before that. 
Ada closed her eyes and 
remembered how the sunshine 
felt on her face when laying on the
beach on a hot summer day. It was 
November so she wouldn’t feel that 
again for a while. Her skin would 
get pasty. Maybe she could find a 
place where she didn’t have to sign 
a one year lease and maybe she’d 
get a better-paying job and then 
she could find another apartment, 
big and bright and above-ground,
before the sun came out next
summer. She was alone, now, 
tonight, so she could believe that
anything was possible.

*****
 Ada pressed her face 
against the loveseat’s worn fabric. 
She had seen three basement 

The two women hadn’t
exchanged words since then. 
Why did reality TV exist at all? 
How could so many people in 
the world have such bad taste? 
Maybe Ada herself had bad taste
and just couldn’t tell. Ada 
put her earphones in, 
played a Mozart concerto, 
and picked up her novel. Later 
that night, she checked Craigslist
again and there was a new 
apartment listing in her price
range that was above ground.
There were even decent-looking
pictures.

*****
When Ada’s cubicle-mate
left for a meeting, Ada called 
the number. The landlord was
showing the apartment today, 
from 5 to 7 pm. She asked if 
he had any other showings 
planned and he said no. It 
must be as good as it seemed
in the ad. So she didn’t go home 
and hide in her den after work.
Instead she left early for the first
time. She was at the vacant 
apartment at 4:52 pm. At 6:30 pm
she made as much noise as 
possible walking up the hall 
but when she came in the 
bedroom door was slightly 
open, which meant Nori 
wasn’t in there avoiding her.
The shower was on. 
 Ada slipped towards
her den but paused as Nori’s 



voice rose in song. “And he 
knows he shouldn’t kill, and he 
knows he always will .” Nori and 
Ada had gone through a period
of nostalgia for the 1960’s, 
a time they had never lived 
in. They had especially liked
the protest songs. That was back 
when they still nudged each other’s
feet under the table at brunch.
Ada found herself at the 
bathroom door, picturing Nori  
wielding a shower pouf, lather
running down her naked body, her
jet-black hair held up by a 
butterfly clip. Ada pictured every
step of Nori’s shower routine. 
The shower turned off. Ada held 
her breath. It was the softest
sound when Nori stepped onto
the bathmat but it was enough.
Ada fled for her den.
 She curled up on the 
loveseat but did not pick up her
book or her MP3 player. She 
watched the door and she listened. 
She heard footsteps coming
towardher. She could picture Nori
standing out there, almost about
to open the door, the same position 
Ada had just been in at the 
bathroom. But nothing happened.
The steps retreated into the kitch-
en and the crashing and banging
of Nori’s attempts to make dinner
began. Ada had tried to teach Nori 
how to cook but it was a lost cause. 
She could never keep anything at 
a low, or even medium, tempera-
ture. She turned everything on hot 

one year, and the coffee table 
carved out of a tree stump the next? 
She left it all, and the TV and the
couch as well. Ada would look for 
end tables at second hand stores 
to use on either side of the loveseat 
in her new place. She liked the idea 
of an open space in the middle
of the room. She would read for 
entertainment. The mover with the 
skeleton tattoo and the soft voice 
opened the bedroom door before 
Ada could stop him. “There’s noth-
ing of mine in there,” she said. 
“That’s all hers. I live in the den.”
 “There’s nothing in here,” 
he said. She looked. Nails stuck out 
of the wall in places where there 
had been pictures. The carpet was a 
paler shade of brown in a 
queen-sized  spot under the window.
Ada went to the bathroom. There 
was only one toothbrush. Only one 
shower pouf. No butterfly clips.
The mover looked in his pockets
for a tissue to offer Ada but his 
pockets had only lint, screws and 
nails. Ada wasn’t aware she needed
a tissue. She ran to the kitchen
and grasped the edge of the sink
for stability. She was 
going to leave all of Nori’s dirty 
dishes; she had decided to allow 
herself this small spite. There 
weren’t many: a pan, an egg-en-
crusted plate, some utensils and 
glasses. Did she have the memory 
of lifting the weight of the cast 
iron? Did she split an egg and spill 
the contents, watching the clear

so it would cook faster, and then
it burned. Ada had bought her a 
sushi making set for Christmas one 
year. “No cooking!” Ada exclaimed.
 But Nori thought Ada was 
fetishizing her heritage.  “I don’t 
even like sushi,” she had said. “I 
like Italian food. You wouldn’t like 
my culture so much if you had 
grown up with my parents.” 
 The door slammed shortly 
after the cooking stopped. Nori was 
gone, the remains of her quickly 
eaten dinner left on the counter. 
Ada left the den, breathed in the 
air of the humid bathroom. She 
wiped a space on the mirror and 
looked at herself. Nori was the 
“person of colour” but Ada’s skin was 
much darker than hers. They used
to look in a mirror when they hugged
–or when they had sex– and ad-
mired the contrast. Ada cleaned up
Nori’s dinner, ate the leftovers, and 
went to bed.
 

*****
 Hiring movers had put her 
in debt, but it would only take a 
couple of months to pay it off if 
she lived frugally, and Ada knew 
she could do that.  She hadn’t 
anticipated that so many things in 
the apartment would be of dubious 
ownership. She didn’t want to take 
anything Nori considered hers. 
But who had bought Easy Rid-
er on DVD? Hadn’t they split the 
cost of the digital media player 

turn to white, keeping the yellow
runny, just the way she liked it?
Did she do all that herself? The 
mover absent mindedly flexed
his joints, Ada tried to look at 
him but he was blurry. Her 
eyes wouldn’t focus on him, 
though they saw the dirty dishes 
in the sink very clearly. 
        “Go outside,” she whispered. 
“Have a break, have a smoke. I’ll 
be right down.” She shouldn’t 
make him wait too long, she 
was paying by the hour. Just a 
minute. She needed a minute.
 Left alone, Ada floated 
back to the bathroom. She 
looked hard into the mirror until
 it fogged up with steam. She 
wiped a spot clear and Nori 
was still not there. Ada stared 
at her own face until it began 
to fade.

*****
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The works displayed in The previous spread are digiTal collages by arTisT Vanessa Hodja. 
she has issued This sTaTemenT abouT her work:

The question remains, what is our first memory? When does the storage of who we are begin to occur in our 
long term memory vault?

In the context of psychology, the answers to these questions find their genesis in emotions. The more emotional 
a memory is, the more it digs its claws in our consciousness like a bird of prey, onward of a lifetime.

This is why we never let go of pain and sorrow, and on the polarized opposite, joy and elation.
 
Memories start with a bang, a de-contextualized ocean of emotions crashing into our younger minds and 
drowning us in it, mercilessly. Memories also grow, nourished by our own physical and emotional growth,

 mutating and shifting over time.
 
Regret, shame, guilt, and loneliness never evaporate under the blinding light of happiness, growth, 

and independence but instead become a current we can swim into and not against. 

The weight of our past sins and mistakes never lessens, but instead, they become a weight easier to carry 
when we surround ourselves with beauty and freedom. When we gift ourselves with the ability to forgive 

our past and evolve, every day.

I’m here but 
I see your hands 
I see them peeling a grapefruit. 
Its essence spraying into the air 
visible through the delicate morning sunlight 
in our kitchen.
And when I think about grapefruits 
And how beautiful you are when you eat them 
my mind floats to her. 

It’s hard to remember all of her 
And a part of me dies too when I remember that. 

It’s even hard to distinguish what I remember 
From what I dream,
And what I watch on our family tapes,
And what I see in the photographs we have. 

When I see you, I see her too 
And I see the house that we all called home, 
And I smell baking bread in the oven. 
Watching the flour drifting slowly to the floor in those same sunbeams
I see the grapefruit oils through. 

But then I have these dreams,
where everything is as I remember it, 
except the house is dark 
And the soap is mouldy 
And other people live there... 
I look everywhere for her but she’s not home. 

What curious acrobatics my mind is capable of.

I find her in my mom’s face 
when she cuts her hair like her mom and my aunts cry. 
I find her in me, when I can’t think of the English word for “sauce.” 

We felt our way through wormholes because we needed to, 
Because we get separated sometimes. 
So when I ate grapefruits in another time and place 
I was home, 
And at my grandmother’s home 
And there
And now here.



 Two years ago, in the annual 
scorching heat wave, Mom asked me to 
spend the evening looking after Grandpa.
That evening — for the first time ever 
— as Grandpa’s oldest granddaughter
I was expected to look after someone who
 had always looked after me. 

       Shortly before I arrived at Grandpa’s
apartment, his personal nursing staff had all 
gone home early, so I was expected to take 
care of him as I would a child. As I opened the 
door to his apartment, everything had this 
sensation of being more cold and somber 
than I remembered, from the air conditioning 
unit to the old family photos and magazine 
images chaotically scattered in piles.
 
 As I walked along the narrow 
carpeted hallway, I heard the echo of the
baseball game on Grandpa’s antique radio 
booming loudly. I walked towards the front
room. He was eating a TV dinner on the
 couch, listening to the baseball on the radio.
Noticing me in front of him, he tuned 
out the game, despite the fact that the 
radio was loud enough to dominate
the room. He appeared frailer than I had ever 
seen him and purple circles darkened his 
eyes. He was so silent, so still. And his entire
 body was shaking.

 “Grandpa, let me help….” I said.

 “Elise? Is that you? Elise? Darling?
 What are you doing here?”

“No Grandpa, I’m not Elise. Please try to
remember. I’m Ruby, your granddaughter…”

 “Don’t you remember me, Elise?
You remember ol’ Charles; you and I, 
we went out dancing that night and you
 were so beautiful.”

“Grandpa, please, I need you to
 remember.”

 “I was worried you’d forgotten,”
 he replied.

“No…I…I haven’t forgotten. I know 
it’s been a long time and I’m sorry.
Please try to remember.”

 “Elise…it’s been too long…”

“Your baseball? Am I interrupting
your baseball?” I interjected.

“No, in fact it’s lovely to see you.”

“It’s lovely to see you too, Grandpa.”

“Pour me a scotch, I feel young again.”

“No, Grandpa, the nurses have told me 
that you shouldn’t be drinking. I’m 
going to make you tea instead.”

  “If you insist. You were always
such an angel.”

 I went to the nearby kitchen and
prepared the tea while keeping my
eyes open for Grandfather, hoping 
that his delusions about being 
in same room as Elise wouldn’t cause 
him to do anything awful. As the kettle
boiled, I cleaned the dishes in the sink.

A moment later he was behind me, holding
me tightly in a manner that men who are
possessive of their lovers hug the
women they love. I struggled to escape 
his delusional embrace. 

  “Please excuse these old 
hands,” he said as I attempted to squirm my 
way out of his embrace.

 “Can you 
please sit down! Listen to
the game, I’ll bring your tea to you in
a moment!”

I continued to do the dishes with my 
back turned to Grandfather. I tried to con-
tinue the conversation, assuming he was 
nearby, and said: “I’m sorry, Grandpa, I’m 
sorry. I didn’t mean to yell, I just… I just… can’t 
stand to see you like this. I don’t know 
what to do.”

Silence. I went to the front room and found 
him listening to the game on the radio.
The kettle boiled amid the sound of 
the sustained, booming commentary 
of the baseball game. When the tea 
was ready, I poured it into Grandfather’s
antique china tea set and placed it 
on his floral printed metal T.V. 
tray. I took the tea to the front 
room, placed it on the coffee table 
beside Grandfather and sat beside
him. I looked in Grandpa’s direction. 
His eyes looked like they wanted to hide. 

 “Is everything alright?” I asked.

“Ruby? Is that you? It’s my little Ruby!

When did you get here?” 
 
 “You remember? Oh my 
goodness, you remember!”

“My memory’s not so good in my old age.”

  “That’s okay. You enjoying
 the baseball?”

“It’s hard to follow when you can’t 
remember things. I can’t even remember 
who you are or how you got here. You 
know who you look so much like?”

 “No. Who do I look like?”

“My daughter. She was always such
 a lovely young lady.”

 “Grandpa? I think I might sit 
beside you.”

“Are you one of those young ladies who
 likes baseball?”

“Yes, I am.”

“Oh good, I don’t recall who’s winning,
but take a seat.”

 Grandpa’s favorite team got 
a home run. I took his empty plate to 
the kitchen and then returned to the 
front room, keeping him company.

~~~

Photo © Sharada Prasad
http://www.flickr.com/photos/sharadaprasad/



“This is how one pictures the angel 
of history. His face is turned toward
the past. Where we perceive a chain of 
events, he sees one single catastrophe 
which keeps piling wreckage upon 
wreckage and hurls it in front of his feet. 
The angel would like to stay, awaken 
the dead, and make whole what has 
been smashed. But a storm is blowing 
in from Paradise; it has got caught in his 
wings with such violence that the angel 
can no longer close them. This storm 
irresistibly propels him into 
the future to which his back is 
turned, while the pile of debris 
before him grows skyward.”

 -- Walter Benjamin

 They are staring because I am 
unfamiliar. I do not belong here. The rows 
of men and women are separated and my 
mother, my sister, and I stand in the back 
while my father stands beside strangers.
I awkwardly pin a lace net into my hair 
anticipating for it to clumsily fall off. 
The men, with their backs turned 
towards us, dive and rotate while pulling 
prayer shawls around themselves like 
tents. My father stands alone, wearing 
his shawl simply with his hands pulled 
together. He turns around and gives 
us a slight smile. My cousin mounts 
the bema and sings his Torah reading
with a voice on the verge of breaking. 
When he is finished, he sits down, relieved. 
The rabbi steps forward and solemnly 
tells the congregation a story in English 
which will become a lesson on Jewish 
identity. A young man had come to

        the rabbi with the news that 
he had fallen in love with a woman 
outside of the faith. “With tears, I 
told him that it would be a sin in the 
eyes of God to marry a woman who 
is a gentile, for their children would 
not be Jewish.” My mother, sitting 
next to me, takes a deep breath. 
There is a faint pain that shimmers 
through me as the Torah is put away. 

 Dinners with my cousins 
ceased when our grandmother 
died. Since then, we have become
 strangers. The last time I saw them 
was when my uncle hosted a Bris in 
his home. The room quickly became 
small and stuffy. When the little boy 
began to cry, I imagined the smell 
of his blood moving across the 
room toward me. Feeling nauseous, 
I passed a man enthusiastically filming 
the event with his camcorder. The 
pain in my stomach is growing. It is a 
lingering, unrelenting cramp that I 
begin to recognize with horror. I did
 not prepare for this. I recall a book 
that my sister had given to me three 
years earlier. It suggested using a sock 
in the most extreme of circumstances.
We stored the book backwards in 
our shelf so that no one could read 
its title. I was strangely reminded of it 
years later at a Holocaust memorial in 
Vienna. The block of cement was 
meant to look like a library that was 
turned inside out. Each book was 
carved into the shelf backwards. Like 
our secret book, you could only see
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without interrupting my uncle’s speech. 
From far away, my mother asks if I 
am going to be sick. As soon as it is 
suggested, I know that I will be. She 
reaches for a basket that is placed in 
front of the doors to the sanctuary.
I try to see what is inside of it. It is full 
of yarmulkes for men who may have 
forgotten theirs at home. I cover my 
hand over my mouth and together 
we run to the women’s bathroom. My 
mother pushes the door open and I run
to the nearest cubicle.

 There are dozens of laws in 
this ancient tradition that reject women 
who are impure. A woman who is 
menstruating is called a niddah. My 
mother holds my hair back as I violently 
throw up the food that was served to 
us. Pain flows through me as I reject the 
religion and the family that has rejected
me. Bowing forward, I imagine myself 
nine-years-old, standing at the grave 
of my grandmother. I cannot throw 
a handful of dirt because I do not 
believe she is in there. I take a breath 
and wretch again. My uncle currently 
giving speeches on the importance of 
family could not stand with us as we 
spread my grandfather’s ashes. He died 
eight months after visiting the camps 
where his family had been cremated.
I remember inhaling him in a cloud of 
dust that rose with the wind. No 
one can remove the history and 
the trauma that I carry in my blood. 
The blood that is anarchy as it flows 
from me and I express its revenge. 
Yet, I am my family’s greatest threat. 

 It will be people like me who 
eventually destroy this culture. I will divide
it, fragment it, and break it because I am 
‘half’. I am Other. I am the in-between.

pages since the spine was turned 
inward. On one wall, doors without 
handles were carved into the cement.
Locked away, these stories were 
unknown, forgotten, and forever lost. 
Most walked past the memorial without 
notice. Others sat along its foundation, 
eating ice cream in a square that once 
held the oldest synagogue in Vienna.

 I tell my sister about the 
emergency. She nods, leaves the table, 
and returns soon after thrusting a pad 
into my purse, “I found a woman in the 
parking lot that had one.” I whisper thank 
you and leave to confirm my suspicion. 
The pain became clearer, as it often 
does with the sight of blood. It is sudden, 
sharp, and devastating. I ask the women
 in the washroom if they have any 
medication to relieve the cramps, but I 
am unsuccessful. I am fifteen and my 
body is unpredictable.

 It is persistently worse, 
pointing, jabbing, and I am trying to 
hold myself together in order to control 
the pain. My uncle is talking into the 
microphone, thanking everyone for 
coming. He blubbers his pride, gushing,
and sentimental about the next 
generation. He names each niece 
and nephew. He thanks them all for 
attending his son’s Bar Mitzvah by 
listing the schools they attend, the 
universities where they have been 
accepted, the scholarships they have 
been awarded. Everyone is clapping 
as he tears up. He describes each 
cousin except for my sister and me.

 My uncle is still talking and the 
pain is overwhelming. I am sweating and 
anxious as I attempt to remain conscious.
My mother and I try to exit the room
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I have thrown up the full contents of my stomach into the toilet in front me. 
I lie down on the floor and clutch my abdomen. I have menstruated, 
vomited, and sworn in the house of God. They will never invite me back 
again, I think to myself with relief. I feel that I am being watched. A woman 
is standing above me. She is not my mother. She is expressionless, blinking, 
and looking down at me. I assume it is because I am unfamiliar. 
Wordlessly, she walks over me, and returns to the celebrations.
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She stood on the sidewalk with
Benny the lab,

To watch the Pope glide by
on Avenue Road.

Jocular, she imitates his stiff salute.
That was many years ago.

The dog is dead now,
The Pope is dead now,
Her husband is dead.

She tells the same stories every
weekend,

In her tiny, genteel dining room.

She misses her house
as I serve her tea,

Three floors of hand-picked antiques
and fine art

She had a room added on
For her daughter’s concert grand

Oh, it was so beautiful
So beautiful.

And her charwoman was great with kids.

A charwoman was someone you
brought in

to do the things you didn’t want to do.
You know, the heavy things.

You have to, when you have a big house,
And kids,

Why, it’s too much for one person.

I wonder how many children
the charwoman had.
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ThroughouT  This  issue  you  may  have  noTiced  several  recurring  pieces  of  arT  on  various  pages.
The works, collecTively TiTled: 

Kathryn Travis is a phd in the gender, feminist, and women’s studies department at york university. 
she works one on one with students in the writing center at the writing department. here’s what she said about her work:

“The 16 individual boards have been created through a layering technique that transposes the materials
used to compose each frame. The photographs and letters assembled here are a collection of memories 
from my own life. In the process of creating this artifact, I gleaned through boxes of family photographs, 
collections of letters, and keepsakes that were stored in my mother’s basement. This piece is the materialization of 
memory exploration that I undertook to remember moments, relationships, and events from my past. The layers
are ephemeral, translucent, and taunting. The affective dimension of this work encourage viewers to think

about the nature of memory and how they engage with their own re/collections.

As this work is currently mounted on canvas for display, the photographs reflect the work in this context. 
However, this work was originally designed as an interactive installation piece. Each of the boards were individually 
wrapped in parchment, tied with string, and placed in a black leather medical bag. To engage 
with the piece, the viewer had to open the bag, remove and unwrap each individual board, in order 
to recreate the piece as a whole. In such a way, the process of unpacking each piece materialized a commitment

 to unpacking the memories of another.”
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